
 

Sale of brokerage equipment, maintenance, additional services 
All prices are in Euro (EUR) 

 

Turnkey FX brokerage software 
 

The customer is provided with various options for using the Brokerage 

equipment, from the rental of  BO with a monthly payment for support and payment from 

deposits for a license, before the acquisition of a turnkey BO with the acquisition (creation) 

own brand and perpetual license 
 

- 1 - without transfer to the customer *** = 9 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for those. support + license = min. 850 (+ 10% of deposits) 

- full access to the server (MT4 Manager) 

- limited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- without own brand and WL (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 2 - without transfer to the customer *** = 19 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for those. support + license = min. 650 (+ 8% of deposits) 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Manager) 

- limited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- without own brand and WL (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 3 - without transfer to the customer *** = 29 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for those. support + license = min. 450 (+ 6% of deposits) 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- limited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- without own brand and WL (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 4 - without transfer to the customer *** = 39 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for those. support + license = min. 250 (+ 4% of deposits) 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- limited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 5 - without transfer to the customer *** = 49 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for those. support + license = min. 125 (+ 2% of deposits) 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- limited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 



- 6 - without transfer to the customer *** = 59 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for a license = 2000 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- the ability to sell your own franchise, branches, representative offices 

- unlimited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 7 - without transfer to the customer *** = 69 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 
 

- monthly payment * for a license = 1500 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- the ability to sell your own franchise, branches, representative offices 

- unlimited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 8 - with transfer to the customer *** = 79 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server, when 

paying For a perpetual license, the customer gets physical access to the VDS and a copy of the MT4 

server, then everything is as in paragraph - 11 - ) 
 

- monthly payment * for a license = 1000 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- the ability to sell your own franchise, branches, representative offices 

- unlimited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 9 - with transfer to the customer *** = 89 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server, when 

paying For a perpetual license, the customer gets physical access to the VDS and a copy of the MT4 

server, then everything is as in paragraph - 11 - ) 
 

- monthly payment * for a license = 500 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- the ability to sell your own franchise, branches, representative offices 

- unlimited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 
 

- 10 - with transfer to the customer *** = 99 000 
(the customer does not have direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server, when 

paying For a perpetual license, the customer gets physical access to the VDS and a copy of the MT4 

server, then everything is as in paragraph - 11 - ) 
 

- monthly payment * for a license = 250 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- the ability to sell your own franchise, branches, representative offices 

- unlimited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- one trading server is provided for Demo and Live accounts 

- WL (MT4 trading terminal) is included in the price 

- without own brand (it is possible to purchase) ** 



 

- 11 - with transfer to the customer = 149 000 
(the customer gets direct, physical access to VDS and a copy of the MT4 server) 

 

- monthly payment * per license = Perpetual license included in the price 

- full control and access to the server (MT4 Administrator, MT4 Manager) 

- the ability to sell your own franchise, branches, representative offices 

- unlimited number of user groups, symbols, full control of quotes 

- two trading servers are provided for Demo and Real accounts + local server 

- unlimited number of servers, the possibility of organizing the sale of software 
- Own Brand ** included in the price 

(Trade name, MT4 trading terminal, license in the name of the Brand) 

 

 

 

 

** Own brand = 15 000 (includes fully registered MT4 server license in the name of the 

company (Brand name), own trading MT4 client terminal. Multi terminal MT4 and Mobile terminal 

MT4 for Android and IOS can be purchased for 10 000 only additionally. Trade name for entering 

the international market, concluding contracts with large leading banks, liquidity providers plays an 

important role. All will be available possible development options, as well as work with clients and 

partners for the official, legal company.) 

 

* Monthly payment includes payment for MT4 Server license When purchasing, ordering 

a Own brand, the client needs to pay only Perpetual license. The license price is formed according 

to the purchased server and calculated individually for each contract. 

 

Example [1]: A client purchases a server at 8 points for 79 000 Euro, in this case the 

price of a perpetual license for it will be only 66 000 Euro + creation of your own brand 15 000 

Euro, Total: 160 000 Euro, including discount = 152 000 Euro 

 

Example [2]: A client rents a server at 1 point for 9 000 Euro, + wants to have own brand 

(15 000), in this case the price of the perpetual license and the server for it will be total 139 000 

Euro, Total: 163 000 Euro, with discount = 154 850 Euro 

 

*** Perpetual license is calculated until 2038 with subsequent renewal up to the 

maximum registration period. (Individual calculation is possible payment for a certain number of 

years 5, 8, 10 ...) 

 

 

 

Connection algorithm (Stages of work) 

 
- starting the server to obtain information about the server's operation (check) = 15% (customer gets 

acquainted with the information received within 24 - 72 hours makes the next payment and goes to 

the next stage of work, if there is no payment, the server is blocked) 

 

- after studying and checking the server, the next payment in the amount of 45% (the customer can 

study up to 10 working days, test, check, configure the server) 

 

- payment of the remaining part of the contract 40% (after payment, the server is transferred to the 

customer, installation on the customer's side, starting the server, installing the local server) 

 

- payment is made in the payment system proposed by the contractor (possible payment systems 

and exchange offices can be specified during the ordering process) 

 



 

Services for the administration of the Web portal, MT4 server, SEO and PR 

promotion 
 

 

 

It is advisable to order both MT4 and Web services for completeness of the quality of service from 

one contractor with the same period of service and support in order to avoid conflicts, delays in order 

execution, untimely elimination and identification of errors 

 

 

When ordering "for 1 year" SEO + WEB + MT4 discount for 9 plugins 50% 

 

When ordering "for 3 years" SEO - a collection of 9 plugins *** Free! 
 

A reputable company providing services in the financial markets spends an average of from $ 

30000 - $ 100000 or more to promote their services not only on the Internet, but also in the media. We 

offer our minimum offer in terms of our price (costs) with the maximum effect. 

 

SEO and PR support is an integral part of the promotion of any company, including any A 

brokerage company at any stage of development needs advertising. It is clear that the competition high on 

the market for these services, but "guerrilla" methods, gray methods, white methods promotion and 

promotion of any Web-portal give results. Social traffic networks new influx of customers. Video reports 

from real customers and YouTube video channel promotion also uses only the target audience and plays a 

positive role in this type of advertising. Effective working methods allow you to at least understand the TIC 

(ICS) in the first three months site up to 80 - 130 points, PR = 3 - 6, and increase the Alexa Rank to 450000 

– 160 000 Social groups are being created. networks for the company Fb, VK, promotion on Twitter, 

Telegram and YouTube channel with promotion, registration of active clients, "live" views. 

 

 

When ordering SEO "for 3 years" + as a gift a database of various FX companies, 

investment funds with customer contacts (traders, investors) in total more than 1 800 000 + so a 20% 

discount is provided for any additional service. 

 

 

Server plugins *** 

 
The MT4 trading server is supplied as is, as standard it has two loganalyser plugins and 

toptraders . A lot of people are engaged in the development and sale of ready-made plugins for the MT4 

server companies and the price ranges from $ 3 000 to $ 5 000 and sometimes 7 000 - $ 10 000 for just one 

development such as copying transactions (analogue of the Forex Copy system). Ready-made plugins can 

be bought cheaper if you rent a server or buy everything (mostly all software is rented). 

 

Of course, a separate PAMM / RAMM system and the like, as well as a full-fledged Forex copy 

the service costs significant funds, sometimes even more expensive than the MT4 server itself! (developed 

by Alpari PAMM systems exceed $ 300 000 + and more …) 

 

We offer a collection of 9 plugins for MT4 server at the price of 2000 for one, Total 18 000 if you 

order all plugins at once, or 3 000 separately for each one when buying a piece. 

 

When ordering for a year: SEO + WEB + MT4 for all plugins (9 pcs.) 50% discount 

Total price: 9 000 

  

 1 year 3 years 

Web 15 000 30 000 

MT4 12 000 20 000 

SEO 18 000 40 000 



 

Additional services for clients who paid for the MT4 trade server 

 
Turnkey ready business "Binary Options" (from 24 to 72 hours) 

- 1Bo – 12 000 - distribution = 30% of deposits gives 

- 2Bo – 19 000 - no distribution, all 100% of deposits are kept by the customer 

 

Ready business floor key "Cryptocurrency Exchange" (from 24 to 72 hours) 

- 1Kb – 19 000 - no distribution, all 100% of deposits are left by the customer 

 

When ordering - 2Bo - 50% discount is provided for payment immediately - 1Kb - 

Total 2Bo + 1 KB: 28 500 
 

BO and KB represent completely finished, working, business projects. Ready with the first minutes 

to work with clients on a full automatic basis, including automatic payment acceptance, stream of quotes 

for work. Management is carried out through the Web interface of the administrative part, the client has his 

own personal account with the necessary, basic set of functions. Domain and hosting is provided by the 

customer. Projects are provided without unique design, but with the necessary indication of contact 

coordinates (if necessary) making changes and additions to the customer's specifications. Completely open 

source, which in the future can be modified and changed by the customer at any time. Use time without 

restrictions and additional payments. Ongoing costs of paying for domain and hosting, as well as 

advertising of their projects is taken directly by the customer.  

 

There are enough examples of such promoted projects on the Internet today: 

 

https://www.intrade.bar/ 

https://binarium.com/ 

https://binomo.com/ 

https://www.bybit.com/ru-RU/ 

https://www.bitforex.com/ru/ 

https://btc-alpha.com/ru/ 
 

 

Additional discounts. When ordering for the amount: 

- from 100 000 - 5% 

- from 200 000 - 10% 

- from 300 000 and more - 15% 

 

ATTENTION! If the customer provides his trading server, the price of a perpetual 

license is 179 000 = 89 000 without additional discounts. Each subsequent perpetual license 

for this customer will be 59 000, and a full upgrade to the current Build on demand will be 

only 39 000 

 

 

Sales partners from 3 to 10% 

 

You can ask all questions via skype: hi-tech-fx 

 

Mail: salemt4srv@gmail.com 

 

WhatsApp: +371 204 76695 

 

Payment is accepted in BTC, PerfectMoney and any other cryptocurrency 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=https://www.intrade.bar/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=https://binarium.com/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=https://binomo.com/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=https://www.bybit.com/ru-RU/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=https://www.bitforex.com/ru/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=ru&prev=_t&sl=ru&tl=en&u=https://btc-alpha.com/ru/
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